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Luxury without compomise
concept
 ROBB REPORT is the only multi-topic luxury
magazine in Germany
 ROBB REPORT presents fascinating stories in an
intelligent, exclusive and entertaining way
 ROBB REPORT addresses especially men from 35
years with pleasure for beautiful things

 ROBB REPORT is because of its layout and extravagant fabrication, its contentual quality and artistic
aspiration the first German coffee-table-magazine in
the high-end segment
 Since decades the brand ROBB REPORT is an ideal
platform for luxury brands worldwide - since October
2016 it is available in Germany, too
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Luxus - multi-topic & curated.
Impressionen
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Luxury in future
Offline, invisible, concentrated.
Luxury is a cultural asset and the willingness to maintain
things. Luxury products have a longer life. They can
often be repaired for decades. Customers look after
them.
Luxury is sustainable.
This is what Robb Report Germany is about: Luxury that
persists. Luxury is culture - it has established a lifestyle
of the super-rich in the world. They obtain in the
German-speaking area a high knowledge of luxury
brands. Robb Report dedicates its passion to its readers.
Their aspiration is our challenge.

The real luxury, we are looking for, has to be literally a
mountain village, which is extremly hard to reach, no
matter how much your are willing to pay. Only this can
be the absolutely unique – luxury.
That‘s why we work for ROBB REPORT.
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40+ years, 30 countries, one theme.
The global authority

ROBB REPORT has a presence in 30 countries and in 17 different issues. All started in 1976 with mimographed loose-leaf
pages which became a newsletter and a luxury magazine later.
Today ROBB REPORT is the leading voice in global luxury attracting a discerning audience with shared appreciation and
desire for quality, artisanship, heritage, fine design and exclusiveness.
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Deadlines 2020
ROBB REPORT GERMANY – Luxury without compromise
Robb Report is the only multi-thematic luxury magazine in Germany informing its readers about invaluable moments,
unique products and an extraordinary lifestyle. Robb Report presents fascinating stories in an intellegent, exclusive and
entertaining way which awakens the interest and passion of the ambitious and wealthy readership. ROBB REPORT
GERMANY is because of it‘s layout and it‘s extravagant fabrication, it‘s contentual quality and it‘s artistic aspiration the first
German coffe-table-magazine in the high-end segment.

Deadlines

Editorial
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Issue

Week

Ad Close

Material Close

01/2020

17.03.2020

12

Spring Fashion

06.02.2020

20.02.2020

02/2020

20.07.2020

30

Summer Issue

09.06.2020

24.06.2020

04/2020

13.10.2020

42

The Car Issue

03.09.2020

17.09.2020

05/2020

24.11.2020

48

Best of the Best

14.10.2020

28.10.2020

Who is ROBB REPORT?
Reader Survey – German Issue 02/19
Survey timing 21. May – 09. September 2019, n = 112

Travel Issue. Survey timing 21. May – 09. September 2019, n = 112

Arrived. Well-funded. Actively consuming.
Smart individualists
We asked our readers to go through Robb Report with a fine tooth comb and to give
us honest feedback in an online survey.The results makes us very proud and confirm
that we are going down the right path.
Personal data by participants
Date in %

30- 59 Jahre

77

Top Job*

63

Married

58
5.000 – 9.999

HHNE 5.000+ €

34
1.000 – 1.999

Spend on pers. Luxury in € / month

10.000 – 15.000 15.000+

25

17

2.000 – 2.999
15

14

3.000+
18

* Self Emplyed, Freelancer, Senior Emloyees
** Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

Cultured. Individual. Travelling.
Luxury-oriented connoisseurs
They are Frequent Travellers – professionally and privately. At home in top class
hotels and interested in modern design. Luxury is something very individual to
them. Their personal touch in their life.
Which of the following statements do you agree with?
Severeal answers possible, data in %

I use perfume daily

65

I enjoy staying in luxury hotels

61

I travel a lot for work & leisure

53

Luxury is very individual

49

I am fascinated by luxury brands

48

It is important to me to surround myself with
beautiful things and to wear exclusive fashion

43

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

Enjoyable. Quality-driven. Elegant.
Aesthetic epicures
When eating, at home or on the road - the readers of ROBB Report are
extremely quality-driven and afford it because they love true enjoyment in all
situations in life.
In which areas of life do you consciously afford the very best quality?
Severeal answers possible, data in %

Food & Drink

67

Living & Furnishing

63

Watches

56

Holiday & Travel

55

Cars

Fashion

52

47

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

Lively. Restless. Culture enthusiast.
Active host
They're always on the way. Robb Report readers are agile.Travel is particularly
important in their leisure time, but visiting top restaurants and culture is also an
above-average experience.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
Severeal answers possible, data in %

short trips, city trips

75

going out for dinner, enjoy new and
exclusive restaurants

68

be active in sports

60

inviting guests such as friends and family

53

visiting museums, galleries

44

attend cultural events such as concerts,
opera, theatre or cinema

43

car trips

40

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

High quality. Stylish. International.
A real Gentleman
A magazine like a Gentleman. A certain type, with lots of character and a
unique style. ROBB is a (style) icon, trendsetter and master class – the
Cary Grant amongst the magazines.
Which of the following characteristics apply to ROBB?
Severeal answers possible, data in %

of high quality

81

international

75

inspirational

entertaining

style-conscious

63

59

58

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

Elegant. Exclusive. Cosmopolitan.
Individual luxury
Luxury is broad and so is our magazine. We develop each issue with a wide
variety of topics and thus meet the heterogeneous interests of our readers.

Which topics in ROBB REPORT are of particular interest to you?
Severeal answers possible, data in %

Holidays, unique travel experiences

71

Watches, haute horlogerie

60

Architecture, real estate

58

Gourmet, culinary travels, noble drinks

54

Cars, mobility on the road

54

Interior design, interior furnishing

54

International trends, novelties

53

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

Aesthetics. Photography. Feel.
Confirmed, we continue.
The ROBB REPORT readers are aesthetic. Creativity and design play a very big
role. Top results for phgotography, layout and setting. Nearly all respondents
liked or very much liked issue 2/19.
How do you arte the following aspects of ROBB REPORT?
Please rate usuing the scale 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = average etc

Photos, images

Optical layout

Cover

Feel

And how do you like
the current issue?
Data in %

1,45

1,56

average
3%

1,69

1,71

Writing style

1,74

Choice of topics

1,76

good
34%

Source: Reader Survey ROBB REPORT 2/19

very
good
63%

ROBB REPORT GERMANY – Luxury without compromise
Robb Report is the only multi-thematic luxury magazine in Germany informing its
readers about invaluable moments, unique products and an extraordinary lifestyle.
Robb Report presents fascinating stories in an intellegent, exclusive and entertaining
way which awakens the interest and passion of the ambitious and wealthy readership.
ROBB REPORT GERMANY is because of it‘s layout and it‘s extravagant fabrication, it‘s
contentual quality and it‘s artistic aspiration the first German coffe-table-magazine in the
high-end segment.
Target group

ultimate luxury consumers; focus on men 35+

Frequency 2020
Copypreis

4 issues
14 €

Full page 1/1 4c
Double page spread

€ 17,500.- gross
€ 35,000.- gross

Circulation Germany

60,000

Website

www.robbreport.de

copies

• State of the art luxury magazine in Germany
• The ultimate magazine for elite luxury consumers
• International with growing global influence
Basic rates 2020

15

International contacts
Head Office Germany
Contact: Dagmar Hansen
JAHRESZEITEN VERLAG GmbH
Harvestehuder Weg 42
20149 Hamburg
phone: +49/40/2717 2030
e-mail: dagmar.hansen@jalag.de

Frankreich & Monaco
Kontakt: Laurent Briggs
Affinity Media
7 rue de Bucarest
75008 Paris
T +33 1 53 89 50 00
e-mail: l.briggs@affinity-media.fr

Scandinavia
Contact: Finn Greve Isdahl
International Media Sales
P.O. Box 44 Fantoft
5899 Bergen
phone: +47/55/ 92 51 92
fax
+47/55/ 92 51 90
e-mail: fgisdahl@mediasales.no

Great Britain & Ireland
Contact: Stefanie Stroh-Begg
Mercury Publicity Ltd.
99 Grays Inn Rd.
London WC1X 8TY
phone: + 44/20/7611 1900
e-mail: stefanie@mercury-publicity.com

Spain & Portugal
Contact: David Castelló
K.Media
Calle Santa Egracia, 18, Esc.4, 2 izq.
28010 Madrid
phone: +34/91/702 34 84
fax: +34/91/702 34 85
e-mail: info@kmedianet.es

Belgium, Netherlands & Luxembourg
Contact: Anita Rodwell
Mediawire International
Plein 1945 nr. 27
1251 MA, Laren
phone: +31/651/48 01 08
fax: +31/35/533 59 85
e-mail: info@mediawire.nl

Italy
Contact: Luciano Bernardini
Magazine International Srl
Viale G. Richard, 1/B
20143 Milano
phone: +39 02 872 43 801
e-mail: luciano@bernardini.it
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Switzerland & Liechtenstein
Contact: Eva Favre
Affinity-PrimeMEDIA Ltd
Case postale 20
Route de Mollie-Margot 1
1073 Savigny
phone: +41/21/781 08 50
fax: +41/21/781 08 51
e-mail: e.favre@affinity-primemedia.ch

Turkey
Contact: Hilmi Z.Erdem
Titajans Dış Tanıtım Ltd. Şti.
Uluslararası Yabancı Medya Temsilciliği
Nispetiye Cad. İhsan Aksoy Sok. Modern Ap. 2/21 34337
Etiler/İstanbul – Türkiye Tel: +90 212 257 76 66
Faks:+90 212 287 00 99
Email: titajans@titajans.com

ROBBREPORT.de – Luxury without compromise digital
ROBBREPORT.de inspires and entertains
people with intelligent, exclusive and informative
messages and stories. The website is dedicated
to passion for luxury.
The editorial features multi-thematic topics like
mobility on the road, in the air and on the water,
watches and clock making, travel, enjoyment at
the highest level, design & living, fashion &
shopping and electronics
33% female, 67% male
48% between the ages of 25 and 44
52% mobile user
49% Desktop- and Tablet-user
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Source: Google Analytics August 2019,

